
ABBYY FlexiCapture Technical Information 

PLATFORM INTRODUCTION 

FlexiCapture is a platform for building and running data-extraction driven business applications. Whether you need to process 
more than 1 million documents per day or 1,000 pages per minute, the system can be scaled to support processing of high vol-
umes without  compromising speed. The platform is easily expanded to serve a wide range of document-based processes across 
the organisation.

There are two core elements to the FlexiCapture Platform

Design: tools that enable the design and development of solution applications (setup)

Deployment: client-server system that drives the execution and operation of solution applications 

Design

The design components (Project Setup Station, FlexiLayout 
Studio, FormDesigner) provide a number of intuitive 
tools help design and set up data entry and/or process 
automation solutions. 

• Multi-Channel Import: defines the input channels to
be used in the desired solution application (scanning,
Hot Folders, web browser, mobile, e-mail, e-documents)

• Image Analysis: enables automatic clean-up and
 enhancement of images arriving from desktop
 scanning or mobile scanning

• Classification: offers the ability to quickly build
 taxonomies (classification models) via either manual
(human setup) or automated training (machine
 learning algorithms) 

• Extraction: provides the interface to define and cre-
ate extraction rules via either manual (human setup)
or automated training (machine learning algorithms)

• Verification: offers the ability to create a number of
 verification and process rules, including confidence
thresholds (recognition, classification, extraction),
numerical calculation (summation), data matching
(corresponding reference or third-party data), and
case checks (document set validation)

• Export: provides the destination paths for multi- 
document and/or data transfer (ECM, ERP, etc)

Deployment 

The client-server components provide the front and back-
end system architecture to execute and operate solution 
 applications in the live business process environment.

The system can run in either attended or unattended mode. 

• Attended: applications that operate under human
 command 

• Unattended: applications that operate under machine
command

Attended

In attended mode, the application is guided and orches-
trated by human control. Whilst a number of process 
steps can be executed by automated machine tasks 
(import, classification, recognition, extraction, export), 
human  emphasis is placed on the verification task. 

Unattended

In unattended mode, the application is orchestrated 
entirely by machine execution, including the verification 
task. This means the concept of straight-through-pro-
cessing (STP) and high levels of touchless automation 
can be achieved. 
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FUNCTIONALITY 

The processing cycle of ABBYY FlexiCapture begins with importing a document and ends with exporting recognised data for 
storage to the onward business system. The processing procedure, i.e. the sequence of processing steps, is the same for all 
documents independent of format or input channel.

Import

ABBYY FlexiCapture supports multi-channel content 
input. It processes documents from scan stations, 
Hot Folders, e-mails or mobile applications. Microsoft® 
Word, Excel®, PDF, e-mail bodies and other digitally 
created documents are processed in the same flow as 
scanned images - there is no need to separate images 
form text formats. Special importing profiles monitor 
folders and e-mail clients, detect documents and send 
them to processing stations automatically without any 
intervention from operators.

Image Analysis 

Scanned images are pre-processed to make them more 
 suitable for analysis and recognition. This process 
includes  operations such as removing noise, deskewing, 
and binarisation.
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Classification

FlexiCapture automatically classifies the incoming 
document stream, identifying all content types (e.g. 
driver license, bank statement, tax form, contract, 
invoice etc.). The system leverages three classification 
technologies: image-based, text-based and rule-based. 
Depending on classification  profile and project settings, 
the classifiers can be used individually or in combina-
tion with each other (voting engine).

Structured and semi-structured documents are subject 
to image classification, unstructured documents are 
classified based on their content using both semantic 
and keyword- based approaches.
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Extraction

ABBYY FlexiCapture automatically extracts data from 
a variety of paper or digital-born document types, 
structured and unstructured, such as mortgage 
applications, tax returns, questionnaires, credit card 
applications, contracts, invoices, customer e-mails, 
and many more.

Some business tasks require granular content 
 analysis and understanding. ABBYY FlexiCapture pro-
vides text analytics by automatically identifying and 
extracting business-relevant information from your 
content, especially from unstructured information like 
contracts and reports.
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Recognition

At the recognition stage, ABBYY FlexiCapture performs 
the fully automated process of identifying and analys-
ing text. 

Separation 

Documents that arrive with multiple pages need to be 
identified, sorted and separated from the incoming 
document stream, and treated as a singular document 
for processing. This task can be achieved with blank 
page detection, header detection, or with the help of 
ABBYY classification algorithms.

Recognition and conversion technologies

- Optical character recognition (OCR) of printed text in
up to 190 languages

- Intelligent character recognition (ICR) for hand-print-
ed text in over 110 languages

- Barcode recognition for a variety of 1D and 2D bar-
codes

- Optical mark recognition (OMR) for a wide range of
checkmarks
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User Interface

The verification user interface, used in attended mode, 
provides a number of intuitive features that assist the 
operator to quickly and efficiently check and review 
problematic documents. These include side-by-side 
comparison (image vs extracted data), simple alerts 
(colour codings, value mismatches) and rules violations 
(error definitions). 

Machine Learning

In addition, if the system continues to see extracted 
data misinterpreted at the verification stage, then it 
automatically learns by human correction, in order to 
minimise or eradicate the mistake in the future. The 
learning process is smart, intuitive, and works com-
pletely in the background, updating data models and 
algorithms automatically. 

Verification

Machine vs Human

The choice for human verification or machine verifi-
cation (and therefore attended or unattended mode) 
depends on the complexity of the solution and related 
project requirements (for example, classification or 
extraction accuracy levels desired, automation levels 
desired, availability of human resource, availability 
of reference data, to name a few). Ultimately, this is 
achieved through process rules and confidence thresh-
olds set up in design. 

In either case – attended or unattended mode – the 
application will always result in a number of  exceptions. 
Exceptions are documents which violate process rules 
and logic, and need to be handled via human interven-
tion. Such a rules violation will occur at the verification 
task, and either be handled via  operator in-process, or 
placed into an exceptions queue for later resolution. 

Capabilities

Verification offers a range of capabilities to process 
either singular documents or case files. It supports 
transactional data use cases with options such as au-
tomated calculation or comparison checks. It also sup-
ports knowledge worker-driven use cases, such as case 
checks or customer identification checks. The choice 
and complexity depends on the solution requirements.
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Export  

ABBYY FlexiCapture automatically exports recog-
nised data to different formats for further utilisation 
according to user-defined rules. Data can be stored 
in files, SharePoint or Laserfiche repositories, and 
ODBC  compatible databases like Oracle, Microsoft 
SQL Server and Microsoft Access. ABBYY FlexiCap-
ture also supports export to different ERP and ECM 
Systems such as SAP, Microsoft, IBM and Sage.
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Administration & Monitoring

FlexiCapture offers an HTML5-based Administration 
and Monitoring station for ongoing supervision of 
system performance from any location. With multi-lev-
el administration, automatic notifications for critical 
failures or imminent database overflow, and compre-
hensive reporting. The Administration and Monitoring 
console enables System Administrators to monitor 
system health and the productivity of each tenant.
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Highlights and benefits

Processing of structured, 
semi-structured and unstructured 

documents

Multichannel input -  paper, fax, 
scan, mobile, web, e-mail

Classification of incoming 
 documents based on image and 

content classifiers

Multitenancy support - share IT 
resources and provide privacy to 

customers

Document sets - cross-validation 
of documents (completeness and 

continuity checks)

Auto-learning for continuous 
 performance improvements

Early and clear visibility of any 
incoming document

Completely web-based capture 
workflow for distributed capture 

and verification scenarios

Intuitive user interface for  optimal 
visibility and comprehensive 

 reporting

Integration into line of business 
applications and third-party 
 components (via HTML5)
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Server components

1. Application Server: provides user authentication and
enables communication between the server and client
components.

2. License Server: stores information about the current
license.

3. Processing Server: manages the processing stations and
enables distributed processing.

4. Database: stores processing settings and information
about users and documents as well as statistics.

5. File Storage: exports images of documents that are being
processed and the data captured from these documents
the onward business system.

Client components

1. Administration and Monitoring Console: web application
for setting up FlexiCapture and monitoring operations.

2. Project Setup Station: for setting up document
 processing. 

3.  Processing Stations: automated Processing Stations
 import and process images, perform OCR, run user
scripts and export extracted data to the storage  system;
manual Processing Stations (Scanning Station and
 Verification Station) feed images to FlexiCapture and
verify extracted data.

TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE

Web Applications

Stations Tools

Remote Stations

Web Login
Module

Project Setup
Station

Database
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File Storage Processing Stations
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Whether you require a desktop solution to handle lower volumes of documents or an Enterprise Capture 
platform to automate processing of the full range of business-critical documents your organisation deals with, 
FlexiCapture has the flexibility to address your needs: It is available in three different  variants including a 
workgroup based variant for departments, a client-server based capture platform for distributed data capture 
in large organisations or as a server component for integration within custom-built applications.

FlexiCapture scales with specific needs from low volume data capture based on a standalone  installation to 
high- volumes in a distributed client-server solution.

PLATFORM VARIANTS 

Standalone Distributed Server

Architecture Desktop/Workgroup Client-Server Server Component

Usage Small organisations Medium to large enterprises High-volume projects for BPOs

Components All tasks handled on a Capture platform for scanning,  Capture component for 
desktop machine recognition, validation and  centralised and automatic 
(local operations) release (remote operations and processing of documents  

Web Capture workflow) (server-based)

Deployment Desktop Installation Client-/Server solution with Capture Server installed in a 
(one administrator only) multiple components and for task network or integrated into a 

distribution between servers  business workflow 
and stations (operator, setup,  
administrator)

Scalability Limited by desktop workstation High scalability based on High scalability 
Client/Server architecture

Distribution Operated only on physical Servers can be installed in a virtual Operated only on physical 
machine or virtual environment environment; client operator Server or virtual environment 

stations can be accessed via the  
web browser
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In addition to the core platform functionalities outlined in this document for rapidly building and deploying solution applica-
tions, ABBYY and their solution partners offer a range of best practice solution packages, project accelerators and add-on 
functionalities.

SOLUTION ACCELERATORS

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Invoice Automation 
The Invoice Automation solution is a pre-configured, 
best-practice application built by ABBYY for rapid and 
successful deployment of accounts payable invoice 
processing applications, with thousands of clients 
worldwide.  

Input formats 

Document Formats

e-mail (.eml), HTML (.htm/.html), MS Excel (.xls, .xlsx),
MS PowerPoint (.ppt, .pptx), MS Visio (.vsd, .vsdx), MS
Word (.doc, .docx), plain text (.txt), Rich Text Format (.rtf)

Image Formats

BMP (.bmp), DjVu (.djvu, .djv), GIF (.gif), JBIG2 (.jbig2), 
JPEG (.jpg, .jpeg), JPEG 2000 (.mj2), PCX (.pcx), PDF 
and PDF/A (searchable) (.pdf), PNG (.png), TIFF (.tif, .tiff)

Recognition languages
OCR: 190 languages 

ICR: 110 languages    

Please check www.ABBYY.com for a full language list.

Business Monitoring  
Business Monitoring is an add-on capability to existing 
or new FlexiCapture installations that provides powerful 
monitoring and reporting capabilities, driving both busi-
ness agility yet also ensuring system health. 

It provides service level metrics, real-time processing 
information, and historical process data, enabling new 
levels of process transparency to FlexiCapture solution. 
The monitoring component monitors system productiv-
ity, helps visualise ROI, addresses compliance require-
ments and assists customer service level comittments.  

Output Formats 

Data output formats 

Comma-separated values (.csv), .csv in unicode format 
(UTF-8, UTF-16), dBase (.dbf), MS Excel  (.xls), plain 
text (.txt), .txt in unicode format (UTF-8, UTF-16), XML 
marked-up text (.xml)

Image output formats

BMP (.bmp), JPEG (.jpg, .jpeg), JPEG 2000 (.mj2), PCX 
packbits (.pcx), PDF and PDF/A (image only, text under 
image) (.pdf), PNG (.png), TIFF (.tif, .tiff)

Text types
Typographic, laser and ink-jet printers, handprinted, 
typewriter, matrix printer, index, OCR-A, OCR-B, MICR 
(E13B), MICR (CMC7)
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